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There are numerous advantages of laminate flooring over traditional hardwood flooring. The best
thing about laminate flooring is that it gives the appearance of hardwood without the cost or
installation issues involved with hardwood flooring. This type of flooring is generally less expensive
than traditional flooring and even home owners can do it themselves. By spending some time on
choosing from a range of laminate options and best laminate dÃ©cor ideas and possibilities, you can
ensure that your home gets a unique facelift.

Laminate is undoubtedly the best material available for flooring purpose. Laminates come in
different varieties such as decorative laminates, composite laminate, and high pressure laminate
etc. Come and explore something new in your home with laminate flooring ideas.

If you have a small room, you can go for narrow laminate flooring that generally comes in widths of
2 Â¼ inches. This type of flooring visually enhances the size of a room, making it look relatively
bigger. On the other hand, wide laminate flooring is found to be perfect for larger rooms. This is
done by using boards of at least 3 inches in width. These wider boards emphasize the open and airy
feel of a larger space. As these boards are wide, you will need fewer of them, which will result in
time and cost saving.

While buying composite laminate for flooring purpose, consider buying contrasting colors of the
same laminate flooring. Go for a deep brown board for a darker floor, contrasting with a chestnut
brown board. In case of lighter floors, you can use a golden oak, contrasted with a lighter pine.
Contrasting colors infuse texture and visual appeal to a room.

Decorative laminates come in different colors and by using them creatively you can make big
difference to the look and feel of your home. If you think your bedroom is not up to the mark,
consider installing a deeply stained laminate floor to compliment the mood of the rest of your dÃ©cor.
Similarly, you can try your own dÃ©cor ideas to spruce up your home dÃ©cor in a wonderful way. Not
only flooring, but you can use laminates for vertical application as well such as countertops, shelves,
table tops, etc. The only thing you need to take care of is to buy decorative laminates from a reliable
brand. This is because quality is the most prominent factor in choosing laminate products. Carry out
a comprehensive research before ordering.
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Robert Meccale - About Author:
At Greenlam Laminates, weâ€™re among the leading laminate manufacturers and attempt to make your
interiors the most-beautiful in the world, with our wide range of a laminate colors. Our products
include a decorative laminates, compact laminates, anti-bacterial laminates and many others. Log
on to our website http://www.greenlam.com/us/ for more information.
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